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talking about our passion: 
Why I became an activist

key explaInatIon poIntS:

explain that everyone has their ‘first’ story—the one we 
hold on the surface, the one that we are comfortable with. 
this is the intimate story we share on occasion, the one 
that becomes our history. But it is the other stories we 
want to unearth, the ones that reveal the deeper, truer 
reasons behind our activism—that help us to reconnect to 
ourselves, to the passion and those beginnings. 

and when these deeper truths are shared in this space, 
we connect to each other on another level. We see that we 
have a lot more in common than we ever expected. 

In addition, this helps us to form connections before 
ideological differences regarding our organisational or 
theoretical frameworks emerge—first we see each other as 
coming from similar places.

this exercise can then flow naturally into discussions 
about our identities: who we are as activists and what con-
nects us.

noteS and varIatIonS:

this exercise can be used any time you want to encour-
age participants to leave their comfort zone and get to a 
deeper truth. you could, for example, ask for an example 
of a situation in which they were hurt or betrayed by an-
other activist—then ask for a different story, in which they 
were the one to hurt or betray someone.

this style of ‘switching’ can be used in relation to other 
topics, but it should only be utilised once in a workshop, 
and with care and respect. 

Summary:

1.   Ask participants to take a 
few  
minutes to think about why 
they became an activist. 

2.   Once they are ready, and 
have  
that story in their mind, 
tell them to forget it—that is 
not the one you want them 
to talk about. 

3.   Ask them to tell the real 
reason  
they became an activist ...  

exercISe: format:

group 

exercISe

tIme: 60 mIn requIred materIalS:  none
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SeSSIon oBjectIveS:

•  to give participants space to discuss the challenges 
and threats they are facing;

•  to ground conceptually concepts such as ‘capacities’, 
‘challenges’, ‘obstacles’, ‘risks’, ‘threats’, ‘thresholds 
of acceptable risk’ and ‘vulnerabilities’; and

•  to help participants assess challenges and threats in a 
structured way.

adaptatIon noteS:

challenges and obstacles versus threats: some group 
members, particularly those who have experienced very 
extreme levels of threat, will understand immediately 
the concept of ‘threats’. for others, the terms 
‘challenges’ or ‘obstacles’ may be easier to work with 
than ‘threats’. this is because the threats they may face 
are more subtle – or so ‘normalised’ that they do not 
perceive them as ‘threats’. Instead, they may consider 
an attack or arrest as real ‘threats’ but the threat of 
violence against them (as women) as part of normal 
life. In such cases, substitute the words ‘challenges 
or obstacles’ for threats, and keep in mind that the 
group may need additional support in analysing 
these challenges/obstacles – in which case, Session 5: 
contextual analysis is particularly important for setting 
these challenges/obstacles into a clear context.

actIvItIeS: 

•Presentation on threats

•Threat assessment exercise

Session 4:

Understanding and Assessing 
Challenges and Threats in Context

tIme: 135 mInuteS
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exercISe:
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toolS to aSSeSS threatS22

key risk-related concepts are as follows – facilitators 
should prepare the definitions on a flipchart   
beforehand: 

Risk: the possibility that some harm will occur; 

�Perceived�risk: the idea, or absorbed concept, that a 
threat is real; 

Threat: a declared or indicated intention to inflict harm; 

�Capacity: any resource (including abilities and contacts) 
that improves security;

�Vulnerability: any factor that makes it more likely for 
harm to materialise and that may result in greater damage

�Note that capacities and vulnerabilities are flip sides of the  
same coin.

key explanatIon poIntS:

threats�are�strategic: there is always a reason behind a 
threat, and there is always a source;

threats�are�based�on�fear: ironically, a woman human 
rights defender only will face threats because she is 
effective, and because her work is perceived as a challenge 
to existing systems and power structures;

threats�can�be�subtle�and�particularly�gendered: while 
we are very familiar with threats such as direct physical 
violence and arrest, there are many other ways in which 
women human rights defenders are threatened, such as 
through isolation, defamation, slander, psychological 
intimidation and threats to family members at their place 
of work and in schools;

threats�hold�far�less�power�when�we�examine�them�
clearly and extract them from this hidden, subtle  
context, by:

–  recognising the strategies and motives behind threats; 
–  understanding the what, the why and the who behind 

threats; 
–  assessing your vulnerabilities, and your capacities to 

combat these threats; and
–  determining what level of risk is posed, and what level of risk is 

acceptable to you, your organisation and your family.

format:

preSen-
tatIon

requIred materIalS:  flIpchart WIth defInItIonS of conceptS Such aS ‘capacItIeS’, ‘challengeS’, 
‘rISkS’, ‘threatS’ and ‘vulner aBIlItIeS’.

tIme: 15 mIn

Summary:

This is a brief presentation 
that grounds thinking on 
threats and sets the stage for 
the next exercise.

Threats Presentation
page 1/2
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exercISe:
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format:

preSen-
tatIon

facIlItatIon noteS:

•  Some aspects of these talking points can be 
incorporated into earlier sessions or integrated 
into a more dynamic discussion – if you find that 
the previous session has resulted in the group 
naturally entering into a discussion of threats, then 
you can go straight into the following exercise and 
incorporate some of the threats text as commentary. 
this depends on the group – some need to spend 
more time with you to ground them in ‘theory’, 
whereas others prefer you to talk less and for there 
to be more of a dynamic dialogue.

•  ✓It may be helpful to distribute the ‘threshold of 
acceptable risk’ handout for reference (see part 
three: facilitator’s toolkit).

Threats Presentation
page 2/2
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exercISe:
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key explanatIon poIntS:

facilitators select two key threats from the group (either 
raised in previous discussions or during the discussion 
after the threats presentation). these are the ‘what’. Write 
them up on the flipchart. ensure that one threat is a 
traditional ‘public’ threat and that the other is a ‘private’ 
threat.

then, as an example for the following exercise, 
facilitators should ask the group to analyse:

• who are the sources of the threat; and 
• the ‘why’ – what is behind the threat. 

next, ask the group to list the:
• capacities to address the threat; and
• vulnerabilities to the threat.

ask the group to assess the level of risk that these threats 
pose, given their list of capacities and vulnerabilities. they 
can refer to the threshold of acceptable risk handout23. 

Alternative option: 

In addition to these questions, ask the group to describe 
the potential impact/consequences of the threat – that is, 
if the threat is realised, what will happen in the ‘public’ 
sphere and the ‘private’ sphere?

example structure:

format:

group 
exercISe 
revIeW

requIred materIalS:  flIpchart WIth defInItIonS of ‘capacIt y’, ‘rISk’, ‘threat’ and ‘vulner aBIlIt y’ 
aS Well aS the rISk aSSeSSment formula.

tIme: 15 mIn

Summary:

This provides an introduction 
to and an explanation of the 
following group exercise.

Threats Brainstorm  
Assessing Risk: Threats, Vulnerabilities, Capacities

Threat Who? Why? Capacities Vulnerabilities Risk Level
graffiti on the wall next 
to the house of a woman 
human rights defender, 

denouncing her as a Western 
spy or saying she is rich

local criminal 
groups, probably 

encouraged 
or paid by the 
government

to discredit 
her, ruin her 
reputation in 

the community

access to 
media, 

international 
support

neighbours already 
uncomfortable, family 

is nervous

moderate

harassment at a checkpoint 
that she has to cross every 

week to get to villages

Soldiers to intimidate 
her, extort 

money

good 
reputation 

and support 
from villagers

often travelling alone, 
transport is unreliable

high
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exercISe:
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key explanatIon poIntS:

divide participants into groups of four. 

Within the groups, each participant lists two 
important threats they are facing – one ‘private’ and one 
‘public’. It is important that they list current, pressing 
threats (we will use these again in a later exercise). 

next, participants should describe the source of the 
threat (the ‘who’) and the reasons/motivations (the ‘why’) 
behind the threats. 

then they should list their capacities and vulnerabilities 
vis-à-vis each threat (note that there could be repetition in 
the answers to both questions – this is fine).

finally, they should assess the ‘level of risk’ posed by 
each threat. these should be listed on flipchart paper.

Small groups will report back on their threats.

facIlItatIon noteS:

this exercise provides a good to time to give participants 
a chance to move around and to lighten the atmosphere – 
you will have been talking about difficult topics for several 
hours now. make the group selection process fun. 

facilitators should consider whether participants 
should choose their own groups randomly, or whether 
they should preselect them – this will depend on group 
dynamics (that is, if some participants clearly require 
support to be more active or less dominating). group 
selection exercise options are as follows:

–��Preselected�groups: put post-its on everyone’s back 
with an animal or a shape representing one of the 
four groups. everyone finds each other without 
saying the name of the animal or shape – that is, they 
have to copy the moves and sounds of the animal or 
present the shape to each other in order to figure out 
what is on their back.

–��Randomly�chosen�groups: offer participants an item 
such as a stone (four or five colours) or toy animal 
(four or five types), with each stone colour or animal 
type forming a group. 

It can be difficult for some to recognise ‘private’ threats 
(and for some to recognise any threats at all), so this is an 

format:

group 
exercISe 

requIred materIalS:  flIpchart WIth defInItIonS of ‘capacIt y’, ‘challengeS’, ‘perceIved rISk’, 
‘rISk’, ‘threat’ and ‘vulner aBIlIt y’. flIpchart ShoWIng example (see TAbLe AbOVe) ,

and enough flIpchart paper and marker penS for four or fIve groupS.

tIme: 30–60 mIn

Summary:

exercise to assess actual 
threats participants are 
facing, using the risk 
assessment tool described 
above.

Threats Group Work  
Assessing Risk: Threats, Vulnerabilities, Capacities

page 1/2
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exercISe:
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format:

group 
exercISe 

exercise in which facilitators should be very active in 
supporting the groups as they work.

one alternative to the exercise is to list the 
challenges/threats (generally) and during the analysis 
process, ask participants to include the ‘private’ and 
‘public’ consequences of each challenge/threat.

the purpose of doing this exercise as a group, 
even though the task requires outputs per individual 
(that is, their two threats), is to provide a supportive 
environment in which to discuss and draw out 
threats. this can be done in pairs or triads, but should 
not be done alone. 

see Part Three: Facilitator’s Toolkit for ‘exercise: defining 
the threshold of acceptable risk’ as an option for 
individual written work – consider sequencing and 
accompaniment carefully here – this exercise works 
best after a group discussion of threats.

Threats Group Work  
Assessing Risk: Threats, Vulnerabilities, Capacities

page 2/2


